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ABSTRACT

Furthermore, by influencing the search space with
domain knowledge, the process is made more
susceptible to human error and becomes unfairly bound
by human expectation – if the expert is continuously
adjusting mutation to achieve an expected outcome, then
the utility of the algorithm is limited only to achieving
that outcome. Thus, the domain-guided form of directed
mutation is overly restricted and unreasonably inflexible,
when viewed from a generalist context.

The incorporation of contemporary directed mutation
techniques into traditional genetic algorithms has shown
significant potential and garnered many promising
results. While such findings are important, the utility of
directed mutation in a generic sense is limited by either
a reliance on domain specific knowledge or an increase
in complexity with respect to both parameter size and the
functions required for random number generation.
Thus, this paper presents a new approach to mutation
that utilises a co-evolving set of simple directions for
each chromosome that dictate the result of gene
mutations. In addition to biasing mutation towards
promising areas of the search space, the Pointed
Directed (PoD) mutation technique requires no increase
in a priori information about the domain, nor does it
come at a significant cost to system complexity.
Moreover, results show that PoD mutation offers
significant advantages over gaussian mutation across a
range of complex problem areas, maximising
performance by utilising adaptation to tune both
directions and emergent system momentum.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Given that mutation is a fundamental operator in genetic
algorithms, it is not surprising that significant work has
gone into subverting the natural randomness of the
process with synthetic additions charged with guiding or
improving the search.
While approaches to this
amendment are varied, amongst the most promising and
frequently pursued areas is directed mutation. By
biasing the operator to guide exploration towards
important areas of the search space, directed mutation
aims to improve both the quality of results garnered and
the speed at which they are achieved.
Conventionally, the directed technique biases the
mutation operator via the modelling of key components
derived from pre-existing problem domain knowledge
[1-7]. Often this approach requires an expert to
determine weaknesses in prior runs and address these in
such a way that solutions will match an expected result.
While such directed mutation has proven successful,
particularly with respect to engineering and timetabling
problems, it is not without significant, and extremely
limiting, deficiencies. Chief amongst these restrictions
is that the reliance on domain knowledge precludes any
generality in the directed approach – every problem will
require restructuring of mutation and frequent
experimentation until a suitable balance is met.

Partially to address such inherent limitations in
traditional directed mutation, more recent literature
moves from problem-specific biasing to adaptive
approaches [8-13]. The central goal in this dynamic
technique is to shift the responsibility for establishing
the direction of mutation away from the expert and to
allow these to evolve from within the system. While
results are limited, due to the fledgling nature of the
procedure, they show significant promise and carry
greater general applicability because of their detachment
from domain knowledge. However, such generality
comes at the cost of complexity – requiring an increase
in the number of system parameters (from linear to
quadratic, depending on approach) and a significantly
more elaborate random-number generator.
To address the limitations of both domain-specific and
adaptive directed mutation, this paper proposes a highly
simplified co-evolutionary approach that avoids the
complexity of the dynamic solution, while maintaining
its generality. By tightly coupling the literal direction of
mutation to each gene in a chromosome and allowing
this direction to mutate and evolve across the run, the
proposed Pointed Directed (PoD) mutation facilitates
guiding of the search with minimal change to both the
structure and operation of the standard generic Genetic
Algorithm. Moreover, the use of non-transient, though
evolving, directions should imbue the system with a
form of momentum that will not only accelerate
solutions to important areas of the search space, but also
aid in escaping local optima.

2.

DOMAIN-GUIDED DIRECTED MUTATION

Domain-specific directed mutations find their greatest
utility in constraint-based problems, where conventional
random mutation may disrupt feasible solutions. Indeed,
the stochastic nature of mutation can result in previously
good solutions being cast into infeasible regions of the
search space, particularly in problems where constraints
infer a high interconnectedness between genes within a
single chromosome. Such a deficiency is a particular

problem in fields such as timetabling, where the success
of a solution is directly related to the relationship
between alleles – a property which conventional
mutation is incapable of incorporating into operation.
Thus, domain-guided mutation finds an important niche
in timetabling problems [1-4], using domain knowledge
to guide the search away from infeasible regions of the
search space by identifying disruptive time-periods [2],
problematic classes [3] or ways to replace classes in
domain-sensible ways [4]. The results of such nichestudies indicate that directed mutation, in constraintoriented problems, provide significant performance
increases over conventional genetic algorithms,
particularly with respect to the efficiency of the search
[2].
While constraint-based problems account for a
significant amount of directed mutation research, the
application of domain-specific operators is considerably
more diverse and ranges from musical composition [5]
to velocity inversion models for seismic refractions [6].
Indeed, where constraint satisfaction requires the
avoidance of infeasible regions, the broader, though less
focussed, area of directed mutation research resides in
the improvement of results – specifically, the
improvement of results so that they better match human
expectation.
In these cases, directed mutation is
generally applied after an initial run indicates particular
flaws in a solution that can be recognised and understood
by a human-expert.
This is particularly true of
engineering design problems, where inadequacies of
resulting designs are typically remedied by incorporating
domain-specific guidance that will reduce the likelihood
of practical deficiencies (as an example, [7] uses
smoothing mutation operators to remove holes in a voxel
representation of an I-beam structure). Although such
approaches have proven successful, the incorporation of
domain-knowledge specifically to remedy problems and
thus influence the search, indelibly imprints evolution
with human-expectation – the outcome of which is
results that better match those expectations, but are
ultimately limited by them.
Despite the applicability and relative success of domainguided directed mutation in both constraint-based and
more general problems, the fact remains that this form of
heuristic requires significant restructuring of the
standard genetic algorithm for each new problem to be
solved. Such a lack of generality makes directed
mutation expensive to incorporate, particularly given the
typical need for a domain-expert to recognise the
problem areas of greatest influence and importance.
Moreover, the inclusion of domain knowledge will
always bias the search process, be it intentional or
otherwise, making it difficult to validate whether
achieved results are maximal, or simply maximal within
the constraints of the included influences. Finally, and
perhaps most significantly, genetic algorithms are
frequently used in areas where domain knowledge is
low, which precludes the use of domain-specific genetic
operators without thorough investigation and makes
domain-guided directed mutation infeasible as a generic
enhancement to evolutionary algorithms.

3.

DYNAMIC DIRECTED MUTATION

Dynamic generic directed mutation is amongst the most
niche and contemporary areas of Evolutionary
Algorithms research. Where a-priori techniques are
intrinsically bound to the problem at hand, Dynamic
Directed Mutation (DDM) notionally builds on the
concepts introduced in adaptive parameter control –
namely, the adjustment of system properties according to
current population states. Thus, DDM influences the
nature of mutation based on the emergent behaviour of
the population, rather than on preconceived conceptions
about the specific problem domain.
Presently, the majority of DDM research takes place
within the field of Evolutionary Strategies (ES). Given
that traditional ES favours the use of mutation over
crossover [14], it is not surprising that work has
examined enhancements to gaussian mutation which are
charged with directing the search. Principally, the
techniques are self-adaptive and biased towards areas of
improvement within the local search space, utilising a
co-variance matrix with rotation angles in correlated
mutation [8] or an adaptive skew-normal distribution in
asymmetrical mutation [9-12]. While results have
shown the utility of directed mutation in an ES
framework, they are subject to, and limited by,
significant disadvantages inherent in each approach.
Correlated mutation is an extremely computationally
expensive technique due to its reliance on matrices –
requiring N*D standard deviation parameters and
0.5ND(D-1) rotation parameters for a population of size
N with D decision variables. Though asymmetrical
mutation requires fewer parameters (reducing
population-tied parameter growth from quadratic to
linear [10]), its performance has not been satisfactorily
investigated on multi-modal or real-world problems
(where stagnation may cause problems). Moreover, both
approaches are subject to diminishing selection pressure
with respect to strategy parameters – a good individual
carrying poor parameters will be more likely to
propagate their directional cues than a poor solution with
the perfect choice of parameters [14].
While use of DDM in traditional Genetic Algorithms has
thus far been sparse, the few studies currently available
warrant some discussion given the almost diametrically
opposed nature of the technique in a GA context. Where
Evolutionary Strategies use directed mutation to focus
the search around areas of interest, existing GA
approaches manipulate mutation to encourage population
diversity – thus potentially driving solutions away from
high-yield areas.
Such diversity-guided directed
mutation typically operates by ensuring that mutations
move chromosomes away from the population centre of
gravity (as in [13]), resulting in a greater exploration of
the search space. While the utility of diversity in
Genetic Algorithms has long been held, diversity-guided
mutation may lead to significant disruption of useful
solutions, a reduced emphasis on fine-grained localexploration (particularly important as solutions near
optimal states) and will require some form of inherently
problem-dependent scaling.
Moreover, it is
inappropriate for those Genetic Algorithms which are
mutation-centric, due to the divergent nature of an

operator based on diversity, and carries the additional
computational burden of performing population analyses
to locate the centre of gravity for the system.

4.

POD MUTATION

Pointed Directed (PoD) Mutation represents an
inexpensive and simple new form of dynamic directed
mutation designed for, though not limited to, use in
generic Genetic Algorithms. In the PoD scheme, each
gene is tightly coupled with a single bit that dictates the
direction of mutation that the gene may follow (or more
strictly – which half-gaussian distribution the mutation
will utilise: positive or negative). Thus the coupled
directions are representative of the evolutionary history
of the chromosome, unlike the self-adaptive strategy
parameters included in contemporary DDM, which
represent only the likely history. In PoD mutation, if a
gene is carrying a successful value and a positive
inclination, then that gene can only have arrived at that
value via a positive mutation, thus reducing the poor
selection pressures associated with pre-existing DDM
strategy parameters.

pressures. Thus, directions are varied via coupledmutation – where any change in direction leads to an
immediate gene mutation in the newly defined
inclination (see Figure 1d). The distribution between
coupled- and gene-mutations represents the level of
implicit momentum in a PoD system and dictates how
aggressively the system will follow (and continue to
follow) previously successfully directions. While it is
possible to pre-define a correct level for such
distributions as a system-wide parameter, it is
fundamentally tied to the problem domain and would
require significant tuning to achieve an acceptable
balance. Subsequently, this paper utilises an elementary
and low-cost adaptive scheme as defined in Equation 1,
where st is the percentage of mutations that led to an
improved solution over t generations; and c is a small
predefined constant ( 0 < c < 1 ).

(
if ( s

)
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if stcouple > stgene then ∆µcouple = cµcouple
tcouple

< stgene

couple

= −cµcouple

µgene = µsystem − µcouple

1

Since directions are represented as a single binary value
for each gene, mutation is straightforward (see Figure 1)
and computationally inexpensive, facilitating rapid
directional change via simple bit-flipping.
Such
malleability is in direct contrast to conventional
asymmetrical approaches to DDM, where highly skewed
populations are slow to reverse direction and escape
evolutionary dead-ends. Thus, the consequence of the
reinforced biasing seen in skew-normal approaches is
that they are best suited to unimodal problem domains,
while PoD should find utility in a broader range of areas.
While PoD mutation is simple and powerful, the highly
coupled nature of the gene and direction means that
independent direction perturbation is infeasible – it
would introduce significant noise into the system and
consequently reduce the corresponding selection
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Figure 1 – Examples of PoD Mutation
a) The first gene-direction pair is in the initial
state, with undefined direction
b) Random mutation of the initial-state pair in an
upward direction
c) Mutation of the first allele, following the
prescribed positive half-gaussian mutation
d) Mutation of the first direction leading to a
negative mutation in the corresponding allele
1

Strictly, the coupled direction is a trinary value (due to the inclusion
of an undefined state for initialisation purposes) – though throughout
the majority of the run it can be treated as a simple binary.

Equation 1 – Self-Adaptive Mutation Distributions

In addition to the cost savings afforded a self-adaptive
mutation distribution, the technique maximises the
efficiency of the directed mutation process. Driven by
self-adaptation, PoD systems can move from highmomentum biases, which rapidly traverse linear descent
portions of the problem space, to low-momentum
configurations charged with finer grained search for endof-run convergence. Under a static system parameter,
such flexibility must be exchanged for an acceptable
middle ground, which may be difficult to achieve in
complex problem spaces.
4.1

POD IN A GA CONTEXT

Beyond the changes required by the inclusion of a selfadaptive scheme, the incorporation of PoD into a
canonical real-valued GA simply involves the
replacement of conventional (typically gaussian)
mutation and subtle amendments to both the
initialisation and crossover procedures. PoD-based
chromosomes are initialised with random alleles and
undefined directions, with the first mutation on the gene
dictating the direction it will carry (see Figure 1a and
1b). Note that the inclusion of undefined directions is
significant, as successful initial solutions should not
infer any advantage to a particular direction (since no
direction has been used to garner such an advantage).
With respect to crossover, since direction and allele
values are tightly coupled, the gene-direction pair is
treated as an indivisible unit. Given that the direction is
meaningful only to the particular value with which it is
associated, allowing independent crossover would be
unreasonable – particularly since it would disrupt
selection pressure on directions.
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5.2

SYSTEM SETTINGS

The base system upon which the comparative tests are
performed is an asexual2 canonical genetic algorithm
with system parameters defined in Figure 3. Note that
since both gaussian and PoD mutation methods are
based on normal distributions, an adaptive standard
deviation is used (according to the 1/5 success rule [17],
with reset to σ0 on stalling) to ensure that incorrect stepsizes do not produce misleading outcomes.
All tests include twenty-five runs for a given function
with a population size of twenty-five2. For each
problem, systems use empirically observed optimal
mutation rates, selected from the range outlined in
Figure 3.
FUNCTION PERFORMANCE

5.3

As is the convention for performance comparisons in
Genetic Algorithms, results are illustrated graphically
(see Figures 4 – 9), with the average lowest results
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Figure 2 – Test Functions
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5.

RESULTS

5.1

TEST FUNCTIONS

0
0

In order for PoD mutation to be accepted as a generic
improvement over conventional mutation, it is necessary
to verify, at least in a preliminary way, that it
outperforms conventional gaussian mutation across a
broad range of problem areas. That is to say, it is
inadequate to perform well simply on unimodal
problems (where directed mutation has previously
established the greatest advantage), as these form only a
subset of the search-space features found in real-world
tasks. Thus, this paper investigates PoD behaviour
across a wide range of well-recognised test functions
that aim to summarise the general problem
characteristics indicative of real-world optimisation (see
Figure 2).
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Figures 4, 5 and 6 – Performance of PoD
Mutation against gaussian Mutation (F1:µ=0.1;
F2:µ=0.05; F3:µ=0.1). X-axis: generation, Y-axis:
lowest average result.
2
Similar results for larger population sizes and sexual GAs will be
presented in an upcoming Tech Report.
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Table 1 – Averaged lowest result for PoD and
gaussian Mutation for all test functions. Note that
since F4 is a noisy function, the displayed result is
an average of the optimal points found from
generation 1200 onwards.
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amount of noise it is subject to. In essence, the noise
weakens (and even subverts) the selection pressure
applied to directional choice.
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While gaussian mutation is competitive on functions F1,
F4 and F5, PoD mutation finds significant improvements
on the remaining functions.
Fundamentally, the
efficiency increases are caused by the implicit, emergent
momentum present in PoD mutation (a side-effect of
high retention rates for previously successful directions).
Such momentum accounts for speed improvements for
traversal of flat portions of a search space (as in F3), as
there is a reduced likelihood for oscillation in large
basins. Furthermore, and somewhat counter-intuitively,
momentum aids in the escape of local optima (as in F6)
– particularly when coupled with higher standard
deviations. Essentially, directions act as a form of
attractor for solutions – it is only when a local optima
provides a stronger influence that a PoD population
member will become drawn in.

6.
Figures 7, 8 and 9 – Performance of PoD
Mutation against gaussian Mutation (F4:µ=0.005;
F5:µ=0.01; F6:µ=0.05). X-axis: generation, Yaxis: average best result.

across the runs displayed. To further elucidate the utility
of each approach, a table summarises the lowest
averaged result obtained for each function (see Table 1).
In all cases, PoD is comparable and often better than the
conventional gaussian mutation. For those cases where
gaussian mutation offers greater efficiency, the
difference is negligible and typically related to very finegrained optimality convergence. It is likely that this
degradation in performance is due to the pre-defined
lower-boundary for standard deviations – if the boundary
is set too high then mutation may consistently step over
the optimal region, thus making it difficult to correctly
deduce directions. Investigations into the influence of
step-size on PoD mutation should be addressed in future
work.
It is interesting to note that PoD performs worst (though
again, the margin of difference is small) on F4. The pergene noise in this function makes it difficult to correctly
correlate the utility of directions and the success of the
allele – the worth of the allele is not simply affected by
the direction of mutation in this case, but also by the

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has presented a new approach to dynamic
directed mutation that focuses on simplicity and
adaptability within a Genetic Algorithms context.
Across a diverse range of problem areas, PoD mutation
shows impressive utility, always achieving competitive
results when compared with gaussian mutation and
frequently achieving significantly better outcomes.
While results are certainly promising, future work must
address weaknesses regarding performance on noisy
problem-domains where directional selection pressure
diminishes. Furthermore, studies should be made into
the influence of standard deviation levels on
convergence and divergence in dynamic directed
mutation – perhaps with a view to developing an
adaptive approach that is less susceptible to local optima
than the 1/5 success rule. Finally, the results presented
in this paper are of a preliminary nature – given the
positive results, it will be necessary to validate
performance of PoD mutation on real-world problem
domains.
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